Psychology

2010-12-10

your students may forget it's a textbook but they will always remember what they learn view a
sample chapter and student video reviews at worthpublishers com the dans their research
continues to change the way psychology is taught their teaching has inspired thousands of
students their writing fascinates readers and vividly shows how psychological science is
relevant to their lives so it was no surprise that dan schacter dan gilbert and dan wegner s
introductory psychology textbook was a breakout success with the new edition psychology is
more than ever a book instructors are looking for a text that students will read and keep
reading thoroughly updated the new edition is filled with captivating stories of real people
and breakthrough research plus a variety of proven and effective new learning tools all
carried along by the dans uncanny way of making the story of psychological principles as
riveting and enriching as reading a great book

How the Mind Forgets and Remembers

2011-12-01

daniel l schacter chairman of harvard university s psychology department is internationally
recognised as one of the world s authorities on memory explains that just as the seven deadly
sins the seven memory sins appear routinely in everyday life and why it is a good thing that
they happen and surprisingly vital to a keen mind the author explains how transience reflects
a weakening of memory over time how absent mindedness occurs when failures of attention
sabotage memory and how blocking happens when we can t retrieve a name we know well three
other sins involve distorted memories misattribution assigning a memory to the wrong source
suggestibility implanting false memories and bias rewriting the past based on present beliefs
the seventh sin persistence concerns intrusive recollections that we cannot forget even when
we wish we could daniel schacter illustrates decades of research into memory lapses with
compelling and often bizarre examples for example the violinist who placed a priceless
stradivarius on top of his car before driving off and the national memory champion who was
plagued by absentmindedness this book also explores recent research such as the imaging of the
brain that actually shows memories being formed together the stories and scientific findings
examined in how the mind forgets and remembers will reassure everyone from twenty somethings
who find their lives too busy to those in their fifties and sixties who are worried about
early alzheimers beautifully written this original book provides a fascinating new look at our
brains and what we more generally think of as our minds

Searching For Memory

2008-08-04

memory there may be nothing more important to human beings than our ability to enshrine
experience and recall it while philosophers and poets have elevated memory to an almost
mystical level psychologists have struggled to demystify it now according to daniel schacter
one of the most distinguished memory researchers the mysteries of memory are finally yielding
to dramatic even revolutionary scientific breakthroughs schacter explains how and why it may
change our understanding of everything from false memory to alzheimer s disease from recovered
memory to amnesia with fascinating firsthand accounts of patients with striking and sometimes
bizarre amnesias resulting from brain injury or psychological trauma

Psychology

2009

an introduction to psychology doesn t have to be science challenged to be student friendly
after all what more powerful tool is there for captivating students than the real science
behind what we know this skillful presentation centers on a smart selection of pioneering and
cutting edge experiments and examples it effectively conveys the remarkable achievements of
psychology with the right amount of critical judgment to introduce the field s fundamental
ideas to students from publisher
The Cognitive Neuropsychology of False Memories

1999

people sometimes remember events that never happened these illusory or false memories have important practical implications in various aspects of everyday life and also have significant theoretical implications for cognitive and neuropsychological models of memory cognitive psychologists and neuropsychologists have long been aware of false recognition confabulation and related kinds of memory distortions but during the past several years research on these topics has increased rapidly in recognition of this emerging domain of interest this special issue of cognitive neuropsychology is devoted to the cognitive neuropsychology of false memories edited by daniel l schacter the special issue features experimental and theoretical contributions from leading cognitive psychologists neuropsychologists and neurologists that explore such issues as false recognition after frontal lobe damage the nature of confabulation amnesia and false memories physiological correlates of memory illusions memory distortions in normal and abnormal aging and computational models of true and false memories gical correlates of memory illusions memory distortions in normal and abnormal aging and computational models of true and false memories

Psychology

2012

students will love learning from this fantastic introductory text its novel mindbugs approach uses quirks of the mind to lend insights into how the brain works making it both fresh and cutting edge written by psychology superstars this edition is strong on the real world applications of experimental science from around the globe

Introducing Psychology

2009-12-25

reads like a good book written in the style of their award winning nonfiction books the dans capture students attention in a way few textbooks can claim each chapter each page is written with narrative hooks that retain student interest by engaging their curiosity compassion and interest in the world around them students who read introducing psychology will quickly learn to critically examine the world around them and apply the lessons of psychology to their own lives teaches like a great textbook the dans focus the essential topics within psychology without diluting the explanation or removing examples intended to illustrate concepts by refining their coverage to the most clear thought provoking and illustrative examples the dans manage to accomplish two difficult goals making thoughtful content choices covering the various fields of psychology and doing so in a manner that retains clarity and emphasizes student engagement

Memory, Brain, and Belief

2001

this text will be stimulating to scholars in several academic fields it ranges from cognitive neurological and pathological perspectives on memory and belief to memory and belief in autobiographical narratives

Psychology with Psych Portal Access Card

2012-02-01

this globally focused and renowned textbook spans the entire discipline of psychology from the fundamental principles of psychology as a science to more nuanced approaches in core disciplines such as cognitive developmental social and personality psychology woven together with engaging features research boxes and activities that will help students to both think like a scientist and stretch their imagination in depth and yet written with irresistible enthusiasm and humour by a world renowned team of psychologists and researchers this book is a
complete course companion for all undergraduate psychology students it is both engaging and yet scientifically sound and theoretically rigorous the only book students need as they begin their study of psychology

**Psychology**

2015-11-27

脳科学研究と画像化技術の進歩により 私たちは今や 人類全般の ではなく 自分自身の 脳の構造を知ることができるようになった 神経フィードバック技術も あなたの脳の活動をとらえ その状態を直 接映し出してくれる心の鏡といえる 本書は その鏡の中の世界を旅してきた著者の旅行記だ

**The Seven Sins of Memory Revised Edition**

2021-09-14

this globally focused and renowned textbook spans the entire discipline of psychology from the fundamental principles of psychology as a science to more nuanced approaches in core disciplines such as cognitive developmental social and personality psychology woven together with engaging features research boxes and activities that will help students to both think like a scientist and stretch their imagination in depth and yet written with irresistible enthusiasm and humour by a world renowned team of psychologists and researchers this book is a complete course companion for all undergraduate psychology students it is both engaging and yet scientifically sound and theoretically rigorous the only book students need as they begin their study of psychology

**Psychology**

2019-10-30

this bestselling textbook brings the latest developments in psychology to students in a signature writing style that will inspire a lifelong love of science the authors respected researchers and writers of popular press titles invite students to join them on a tour of their favourite subject psychological science the new edition takes a closer look at the role psychology plays in our society the rate of replication in published studies and how critical thinking is foundational in science and life each chapter has been fully updated with research and examples to portray a field that is constantly evolving and illuminating the world today

**Introducing Psychology**

2021-05-30

the result of an exclusive partnership with scientific american the articles in this collection were personally selected from the pages of world s foremost scientific magazine by the authors dan schacter dan gilbert and dan wegner

**Psychology Scientific American Reader for Schacter**

2010-12

never highlight a book again virtually all of the testable terms concepts persons places and events from the textbook are included cram101 just the facts101 studyguides give all of the outlines highlights notes and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests only cram101 is textbook specific accompanies 9780716752158 9781429216135 9781429250313 9781429269674 9781429236379
in memory distortion contributions from a multidisciplinary team of eminent scholars form the basis of an exploration of a range of phenomena including hypnosis confabulation source amnesia flashbulb memories and repression

this important reference and text brings together leading neuroscientists to describe approaches to the study of memory among major approaches covered are lesions electrophysiology single unit recording pharmacology and molecular genetics chapters are organized into three sections presenting state of the art studies of memory in humans nonhuman primates and rodents and birds each chapter explicates the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of the authors research program reviews the latest empirical findings and identifies salient directions for future investigation included are more than 50 illustrations

richard semon was a german evolutionary biologist who wrote during the first decade of the twentieth century two fascinating analyses of the workings of human memory which were ahead of their time although these have been virtually unknown to modern researchers semon s work has been rediscovered during the past two decades and has begun to have an influence on the field this book not only examines semon s contribution to memory research but also tells the story of an extraordinary life set against the background of a turbulent period in european history and major developments in science and evolutionary theory the resulting book is an engaging blend of biographical historical and psychological material

contains biographical historical and psychological material relative to semon s contributions to memory theory

assembled by the prominent psychologists daniel schacter and endel tulving the contributions in memory systems 1994 focus on the nature and number of memory systems in humans and animals together they present ideas from cognitive psychology neuropsychology and neuroscience in a review of intriguing experimental outcomes at the cutting edge of this domain grappling often passionately with the behavioral and neuroanatomical composition of memory systems and subsystems chapters are revised versions of contributions that appeared in a special issue of the journal of cognitive neuroscience this book includes an integrated discussion of and cross commentary on the earlier contributions a bradford book

never highlight a book again includes all testable terms concepts persons places and events cram101 just the facts101 studyguides gives all of the outlines highlights and quizzes for
Memory Systems 1994

1994

widely regarded as the standard reference in the field this handbook comprehensively examines all aspects of emotion and its role in human behavior the editors and contributors are foremost authorities who describe major theories findings methods and applications the volume addresses the interface of emotional processes with biology child development social behavior personality cognition and physical and mental health also presented are state of the science perspectives on fear anger shame disgust positive emotions sadness and other distinct emotions illustrations include seven color plates

Studyguide for Psychology by Schacter, Daniel L., ISBN 978146464106033

2014-05-28

never highlight a book again virtually all of the testable terms concepts persons places and events from the textbook are included cram101 just the facts101 studyguides give all of the outlines highlights notes and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests only cram101 is textbook specific accompanies 9781429242301

Handbook of Emotions, Third Edition

2008-04-17

the introductory psychology textbook that inspires a love of science

Studyguide for Introducing Psychology by Schacter, Daniel L. , ISBN 9781429242301

2013-01-01

this volume provides for the first time multidisciplinary perspectives on the problem of awareness of deficits following brain injury such deficits may involve perception attention memory language or motor functions and they can seriously disrupt an individual s ability to function however some brain damaged patients are entirely unaware of the existence or severity of their deficits even when they are easily noticed by others in addressing these topics contributors cover the entire range of neuropsychological syndromes in which problems with awareness of deficit are observed hemiplegia and hemianopia amnesia aphasia traumatic head injury dementia and others on the clinical side leading researchers delineate the implications of awareness of deficits for rehabilitation and patient management and the role of defense mechanisms such as denial theoretical discussions focus on the importance of awareness disturbances for better understanding such cognitive processes as attention consciousness and monitoring

Psychology, Canadian Edition

2023-03-06

people sometimes remember events that never happened these illusory or false memories have important practical implications in various aspects of everyday life and also have significant theoretical implications for cognitive and neuropsychological models of memory cognitive psychologists and neuropsychologists have long been aware of false recognition confabulation and related kinds of memory distortions but during the past several years research on these topics has increased rapidly in recognition of this emerging domain of interest this special issue of cognitive neuropsychologyis devoted to the cognitive neuropsychology of false memories edited by daniel l schacter the special issue features experimental and theoretical
contributions from leading cognitive psychologists neuropsychologists and neurologists that explore such issues as false recognition after frontal lobe damage the nature of confabulation amnesia and false memories physiological correlates of memory illusions memory distortions in normal and abnormal aging and computational models of true and false memories gical correlates of memory illusions memory distortions in normal and abnormal aging and computational models of true and false memories

**Awareness of Deficit after Brain Injury**

1991-01-24

大切な約束をぽっかり忘れたり 人の名前を思い出せなくなったり 大きな勘違いをしでかしたりするのはどうしてか 日常的な物忘れからアルツハイマー病まで 記憶 という不思議な現象をやさしく解説す

**The Cognitive Psychology of False Memories**

2019-04-19

in recent decades memory has become a dominant topic in philosophy politics history science literature and the discussions of trauma and the holocaust this volume shows how the concept of memory has been used in different historical circumstances and how it has changed throughout the history of philosophy

**なぜ、「あれ」が思い出せなくなるのか**

2004-11-01

from the start the soviet human space program had an identity crisis were cosmonauts heroic pilots steering their craft through the dangers of space or were they mere passengers riding safely aboard fully automated machines tensions between soviet cosmonauts and space engineers were reflected not only in the internal development of the space program but also in soviet propaganda that wavered between praising daring heroes and flawless technologies soviet space mythologies explores the history of the soviet human space program within a political and cultural context giving particular attention to the two professional groups space engineers and cosmonauts who secretly built and publicly represented the program drawing on recent scholarship on memory and identity formation this book shows how both the myths of soviet official history and privately circulating counter myths have served as instruments of collective memory and professional identity these practices shaped the evolving cultural image of the space age in popular soviet imagination soviet space mythologies provides a valuable resource for scholars and students of space history history of technology and soviet and post soviet history

**En busca de la memoria**

1999

a guardian best ideas book of 2023 a radio 4 book of the week the best book i have ever read that explores the effect on the brain of the carer when someone has dementia professor june andrews author of dementia the one stop guide dasha kiper was twenty five when she first became the live in carer for a holocaust survivor with alzheimer s disease she soon discovered the emotional strain and challenges of caring for a person whose condition disrupts the rules of time order and continuity in travellers to unimaginable lands kiper explores the complex and profound psychology of caregiving illuminating how the healthy brain s biases and intuitions make caring for people with dementia disorders so profoundly and inherently difficult blending neuroscience psychology philosophy and literature with beautifully observed case studies kiper illuminates the underlying mental mechanisms behind carers experiences dispels the myth of the perfect caregiver and in the process opens the door to understanding and forgiveness

**Memory**

2015
widely regarded as the standard reference in the field this handbook comprehensively examines all aspects of emotion and its role in human behavior the editors and contributors are foremost authorities who describe major theories findings methods and applications the volume addresses the interface of emotional processes with biology child development social behavior personality cognition and physical and mental health also presented are state of the science perspectives on fear anger shame disgust positive emotions sadness and other distinct emotions illustrations include seven color plates

Soviet Space Mythologies

2015-07-24

time surrounds us it defines our experience of the world it echoes through our every waking hour time is the very foundation of conscious experience yet as familiar as it is time is also deeply mysterious we cannot see hear smell taste or touch it yet we do feel it or at least we think we feel it no wonder poets writers philosophers and scientists have grappled with time for centuries in his latest book award winning science writer dan falk chronicles the story of how humans have come to understand time over the millennia and by drawing from the latest research in physics psychology and other fields falk shows how that understanding continues to evolve in search of time begins with our earliest ancestors perception of time and the discoveries that led with much effort to the gregorian calendar atomic clocks and leap seconds falk examines the workings of memory the brain s remarkable bridge across time and asks whether humans are unique in their ability to recall the past and imagine the future he explores the possibility of time travel and the paradoxes it seems to entail falk looks at the quest to comprehend the beginning of time and how time and the universe may end finally he examines the puzzle of time s flow and the remarkable possibility that the passage of time may be an illusion entertaining illuminating and ultimately thought provoking in search of time reveals what some of our most insightful thinkers have had to say about time from aristotle to kant from newton to einstein and continuing with the brightest minds of today

Travellers to Unimaginable Lands

2023-03-02

with an author team equally at home in the classroom in the lab or on the bestseller list introducing psychology is a textbook written to keep students turning the pages it offers expert coverage of psychology s scientific foundations but communicates with students in a style that s anything but that of a typical textbook the new edition featuring new coauthor matt nock keeps the level of excitement and engagement high with quirky and unforgettable examples and reminders throughout that the human perspectives and the critical thinking skills required to study psychology will serve them well in college and throughout their lives

Handbook of Emotions

2010-11-03

this bestselling textbook brings the latest developments in psychology to students in a signature writing style that will inspire a lifelong love of science the authors respected researchers and popular writers invite students to join them on a tour of their favorite subject psychological science the new edition takes a closer look at the role psychology plays in our society with new material in chapter 2 that looks at the truth about psychological science the rate of replication and how critical thinking is foundational in science and life chapter 1 presents a new look at the history of the science with unexpected stories and new insights into its surprising origins each chapter has been fully updated with research and examples to portray a field that is constantly evolving and illuminating the world today the book can also be purchased with the breakthrough online resource launchpad which offers innovative media content curated and organised for easy assignability launchpad s intuitive interface presents quizzing flashcards animations and much more to make learning actively engaging
In Search of Time

2010-01-05

this book is the first major study to investigate Jesus' resurrection using a memory approach. It develops the logic for and the methodology of a memory approach including that there were about two decades between the events surrounding Jesus' resurrection and the recording of those events in First Corinthians. The memory of those events was frequently rehearsed perhaps weekly. The transmission of the oral tradition occurred in various ways including the overlooked fourth model formal, uncontrolled consideration is given to an examination of the philosophy and psychology of memory including past and new research on 1 the constructive nature of memory 2 social memory 3 transience 4 memory distortion 5 false memories 6 the social contagion of memory and 7 flashbulb memory. In addition, this is the first New Testament study to consider the insights for a memory approach from the philosophical considerations of 1 forgetting and 2 the theories of remembering and from the psychological studies on 1 memory conformity 2 memory and age and 3 the effects of health on memory. It is argued that Paul remembers Jesus as having been resurrected with a transformed physical body. Furthermore, the centrality of Jesus' resurrection in Paul's theology suggests it was a deeply embedded memory of primary importance to the social identity of the early Christian communities. New Testament scholars and students will want to take note of how this work advances the discussion in historical Jesus studies. The broader Christian audience will also find the apologetic implications of interest.

Loose-leaf Version for Introducing Psychology

2015-01-09

The title of this book points to a feature the missionary family often considered to be a distinctive of the Protestant missionary movement. Certainly, the presence of missionary families in the field has been a central factor in enabling, configuring, and restricting Protestant missionary outreach. What special concerns does sending missionary families raise for the conduct of mission? What means are available for extending care and support to missionary families? These issues are the focus of the chapters in Part 1 of this book. In recent years, an increasing number of reports have surfaced of sexual abuse in mission settings. Some reports have been based on recovered memories. The assessment of which raises difficult questions clearly sexual abuse in mission settings and how to understand allegations of abuse based on recovered memories are matters of grave concern to mission agencies and mission supporters as well as to missionary families. Part 2 serves the mission community by scrutinizing such matters offering legal, historical, and psychological perspectives on the topic. In a new feature forum on sexual orientation and mission, an evangelical discussion the Evangelical Missiological Society takes up a pressing issue of our day. Fourteen evangelical scholars participate in the discussion found in Part 3 far from being the final word, this forum is presented with the prayer that it will serve as an opening to and basis for ongoing missiological conversation about an urgent and timely topic.

Psychology + Iclicker

2008-04-10

Psychology

2020-06-11

Resurrection Remembered

2024-03-26
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